Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The human brain must coordinate and organize the activity of billions of neurons. Cortical oscillations, by rhythmically modulating neural activity, are a likely mechanism for accomplishing this^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. Although the relationship of cortical rhythms to behavioral states has been studied for nearly a century, scientists still search for unifying principles governing neocortical oscillations. One commonly accepted principle is that slow rhythms coordinate activity across widespread neuronal pools, whereas fast rhythms mediate local processing^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. Furthermore, slow and fast rhythms have been hypothesized to enact feedback and feedforward processes, respectively^[@CR5],[@CR6]^. Parallel with this functional hypothesis, superficial cortical layers are anatomically structured to mediate global associative processing due to their lateral connectivity, feedback connections, and diffuse thalamocortical matrix afferents^[@CR7]--[@CR10]^. This allows superficial cortical layers to sample activity from many cortical areas simultaneously and modulate local processing accordingly. Synthesizing these two theories suggests that low frequency rhythms might be generated in superficial cortical layers, coordinate activity over broad cortical areas and modulate higher frequency local activity in deeper cortical laminae. However, no systematic relationship has yet been detailed between oscillatory activity and cortical layers in humans, and the relationship between cortical oscillations in specific layers and those across the surface remains unexplored.

To measure *in vivo* cortical oscillations with high spatiotemporal precision, we performed intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) in 19 patients with medically intractable epilepsy. Recordings were for the most part spontaneous, including both sleep and waking, but also included task-related activity in 3 patients. To determine how cortical oscillations varied across cortical areas and layers, we combined recordings from macroelectrodes placed horizontally on the cortical surface (ECoG) with recordings from microelectrodes inserted vertically, or perpendicular to the cortical surface (laminar electrodes) in frontal, temporal and parietal association cortices^[@CR11]^. Recording vertically and laterally simultaneously allowed us to assess the characteristics of oscillations at different depths within the grey matter, and to examine the relationships between activity in specific cortical laminae to those measured on the cortical surface in distal and proximal regions.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Distribution of Local Field Potential gradients (LFPg) of different frequencies across layers {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine which cortical layers generate different EEG frequencies, we measured the LFPg in multiple cortical layers simultaneously using the vertical microelectrode array. Differential recording between contacts at 150 micron centers strongly attenuates volume conduction from distant sources, thus assuring that activity is locally generated^[@CR12],[@CR13]^. Spectral content of the resulting LFPg was estimated using the Fast Fourier Transform at each cortical depth. Normalizing within each frequency across channels allowed us to measure the relative contribution of each cortical layer to different frequency bands. A striking finding was that delta and theta oscillations (\<10 Hz) were focally generated in the superficial layers of all 19 subjects and cortical regions during both wakefulness and sleep (Fig. [1c--e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) (Wilcoxon Sign Rank test comparing delta/theta power (1--9 Hz) in channels 1--5 vs. 6--23 across subjects, p \< 0.0001). Although delta/theta power in superficial layers (1--9 Hz, channels 1--5) was on average 30% higher during sleep than wakefulness, it was generated in the same cortical layers in both states (Fig. [1d,f](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}**)**.Figure 1Slow rhythms are generated in superficial cortical layers. (**a**) A schematic of an implanted laminar array and surface ECoG contact in a single patient, overlying a histological section taken from an implantation site. The laminar array comprises 24 contacts on 150 µ centers. Each bipolar Local Field Potential gradient (LFPg) recording measures activity from one layer of a single cortical domain. In contrast, the ECoG grid measures activity averaged across all layers from multiple cortical domains (Scale bar: 1 mm). The microelectrode reference scheme is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. (**b**) Approximate location of laminar implantation in 19 patients. Implants could be in either hemisphere. (**c**) Overall distribution of spectral power across cortical layers. Spontaneous LFPg power was z-normalized across layers to correct for 1/f scaling, and averaged across 16 subjects for sleep and wakefulness, using 1-Hz Gaussian frequency smoothing. Individual subject data is shown in Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. (**d**) Normalized power spectral density during wake recordings only. Note that delta/theta band activity is still focally generated in superficial cortical layers. (**e**) Normalized power spectral density using current source density (CSD) instead of the local field potential gradient (LFPg). Delta/theta oscillations are still localized to superficial layers. (**f**) Raw data from simultaneous ECoG and laminar recordings during sleep and wakefulness. Note that delta/theta activity is strongest in superficial layers during both states.

Although the concentration of power in superficial layers was most prominent in lower frequencies, it also was present above 10 Hz: 10--100 Hz power in contacts 1--5 (approximate layers I/II) was significantly greater than in contacts 6--23 (Wilcoxon Sign Rank, p \< 0.00044). The only consistent exception to this general principal was the concentration of 10--20 Hz power in middle cortical layers (contacts 10--13) noted in several sleep recordings (Fig. [1c--e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}**)**. This may reflect spindle generators in thalamorecipient layer IV^[@CR14],[@CR15]^.

Coherence {#Sec4}
---------

We determined if these superficial delta/theta oscillations were synchronized across the cortical surface by measuring their coherence (phase and amplitude consistency) between pairs of ECoG macroelectrode contacts (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Extending previous findings^[@CR16]^, we found that delta and theta band oscillations were highly and significantly coherent across the cortical surface, whereas faster oscillations had progressively less lateral spread during both sleep and wakefulness (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. [4a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Measuring coherence across cortical layers demonstrated a similar profile of maximal synchrony at short distances and slow frequencies (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. [4b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) suggesting that slower rhythms mediate spatial integration both across areas and across layers. Although interlayer coherence varied from subject to subject, presumably reflecting differences in the local cortical microcircuits of various areas^[@CR17]^, it was consistently significant and maximal in very superficial channels (approximate cortical layers I-II) in the delta/theta band (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs [3c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [4c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 2Superficial slow rhythms are coherent across cortical layers and areas. (**a**) Coherence as a function of frequency and distance between cortical regions, measured with bipolar ECOG derivations, and averaged across 4 subjects. (**b**) Coherence as a function of frequency and distance between cortical layers, measured with bipolar laminar derivations. (**c**) Coherence between specific layers in delta/theta band. Individual subject data is shown in Supplementary Fig. [3B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. B-C are grand averages across 16 subjects. Significance by distance, frequency and layer for panels a, b and c is shown in Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

We hypothesized that the high amplitude delta/theta in superficial cortical layers generated the laterally coherent rhythms measured with ECoG. This was tested with a multi-scale approach by measuring the coherence between simultaneously recorded laminar and ECoG contacts, allowing us to determine which cortical depth and frequency was most coherent with contacts on the cortical surface (Fig. [3a,b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Confirming our hypothesis, high delta/theta coherence was found between superficial laminar contacts and distant ECoG contacts in both sleep and wake states, maximal in contacts close to the laminar electrode (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [6a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In one subject, we measured the coherence between a depth electrode in the hippocampus and the laminar microelectrode array. Superficial cortical activity was significantly coherent with hippocampal activity in the same delta and theta bands (Fig. [3d,e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. [6b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), confirming that delta/theta rhythms synchronize hippocampal activity with other brain areas^[@CR18]^.Figure 3Slow rhythms in superficial cortical layers are coherent with other cortical areas. (**a**) Coherence (frequency vs. cortical depth) of individual ECoG contacts with the laminar probe in a single awake participant. There are high levels of delta/theta coherence in contacts as far as primary motor cortex. ECoG contact spacing is 1 cm. Data from 3 additional subjects is shown in Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. (**b**) Average coherence (n = 4) between a laminar probe and all ECoG (surface) contacts as a function of depth and frequency. Significant ECoG-Laminar coherence was found most consistently within low-frequencies and superficial layers. (**c**) Average coherence (n = 3) within layers between two simultaneously recorded laminar arrays. The asterisk indicates that coherence between very superficial contacts (approximate layers I/II) was significant within all 3 subjects from 1--5 Hz. (**d**) Coherence between the neocortical laminar array and an example cortical SEEG bipolar macroelectrode. (**e**) Coherence between the laminar array and a bipolar macroelectrode recording within the head of the hippocampus. Single subject. Statistical comparisons for panels b, d and e are shown in Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. In all cases, coherence is significant at low frequencies in upper layers.

Although we found high coherence between superficial slow rhythms measured by laminar electrodes and widespread slow rhythms measured by ECoG, this doesn't directly demonstrate that delta/theta activity is synchronous within the superficial layers. Simultaneous recordings from two laminar probes spaced one centimeter apart in each of three patients allowed us to measure the coherence within and between layers of distinct cortical regions. Consistent with the laminar-ECoG results, coherence was maximal and significant between the superficial layers of both areas in the delta and low theta bands (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Phase-Amplitude Coupling {#Sec5}
------------------------

To gain further insight into the possible role of superficial slow rhythms in cortical processing, we used Tort's Modulation Index^[@CR19]^ to investigate whether the phase of slow rhythms in superficial layers modulates the power of faster frequencies in other layers (Fig. [4a,b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Delta phase robustly modulated theta power, with an increase in theta-band power during the falling phase of the ongoing delta rhythm (0 to π radians). Both delta and theta oscillations in superficial layers modulated the power of alpha, beta and gamma oscillations during both sleep and wake states, and the power of these faster oscillations were maximal during the up phase of the spontaneous delta/theta oscillation consistent with previous reports^[@CR20]^.Figure 4Superficial slow oscillations are coupled to faster frequencies across all layers. (**a**) Phase of ongoing delta in superficial layers is tightly coupled to the amplitude of faster frequencies in all layers. Amplitude was normalized within each contact and frequency band, and then averaged across all subjects and states. Each panel represents phase on the X-axis, cortical layer on the Y-axis and average amplitude of a given frequency in color. The overlying line shows delta phase. (**b**) Same as A, but for coupling of superficial theta phase to amplitude of higher frequencies in all layers.

Modulation by Cognitive Task {#Sec6}
----------------------------

To determine if superficial slow rhythms are modulated by a cognitive task, we used a standard auditory oddball paradigm in which a series of frequent tones, infrequent target tones, and infrequent novel sounds (the latter two referred to as infrequent tones) were presented to 3 participants. We found an evoked response to infrequent stimuli consistently in superficial laminae -- the latency, triphasic waveform and frequency (\~2 Hz) of the response (Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) as well as single trial data (Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), leading us to test if the response reflected a phase reset of ongoing slow activity using inter-trial phase clustering (ITPC) in the delta/theta band triggered by stimulus presentation. In two subjects (with laminar probes in the cingulate gyrus) significant ITPC differences were found between frequent and target tones (but not between frequent and novel stimuli), and in a third (laminar probe in the superior temporal gyrus) a significant difference was found between frequent tones and novel auditory stimuli (but not between frequents and infrequent target tones) (p \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected at each channel by time point) (Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This may reflect areal differences in cognitive function. Delta amplitude was not significantly different between conditions in the cingulate leads. In the temporal lead, a significant increase in delta power did occur mostly in deep cortex, but the increase in delta ITPC as well as the time-domain response were predominantly supragranular. This is consistent with the evoked response being due to a phase-reset rather than an additive response^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. Complete single subject results and significances are plotted in Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Figure 5Superficial slow rhythms are phase-reset by infrequent stimuli in an auditory oddball task. (**a**) The average time-domain difference of the LFPg response to infrequent and frequent stimuli (infrequent-frequent) reveals a significant difference in superficial layers at \~400--800 ms after the stimulus in a representative subject. Black lines outline the cluster of channels and time points in which this effect was significant (Nonparametric permutation cluster test, p \< 0.01) (**b**) Slow activity (\<3 Hz) is phase locked by infrequent stimuli in superficial channels. As in Fig. 5a, lines border the significant cluster (Nonparametric permutation cluster test, p \< 0.01). (**c**) Single-trial raw data from a superficial channel indicates that infrequent stimuli reset the phase of an ongoing slow oscillation; the channel's time domain average is overlaid.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

We used multiscale recordings to define the distribution and coherence of field potential generation across different cortical layers and areas in humans. A consistent finding across all 19 subjects was that slow (delta/theta) rhythms were generated in and coherent throughout the superficial layers of the cortex, and were coupled to high frequency activity in all layers. In three subject, these rhythms were found to be reset by infrequent stimuli. These findings have practical implications for the neural basis of extracranial EEG as well as the physiology of the cortex and the integration of neural activity.

EEG is a mainstay of clinical neurology and the most widely used method for monitoring brain activity with millisecond precision^[@CR23],[@CR24]^. Our results shed light on its genesis, suggesting that the human EEG consists mainly of relatively slow and coherent activity generated in the superficial cortical lamina correlated with presumed firing in all layers.

The strength of a given cortical layer's contribution to the scalp EEG depends on the a) power and b) coherence of its currents throughout the cortical mantle^[@CR25]^. Our study used microelectrode recordings to characterize the power of EEG activity at different cortical depths and frequencies, and a combination of micro and macroelectrodes to characterize its coherence. Laminar array recordings which densely sampled all cortical layers indicated that over 70% of LFPg power is below 10 Hz, and is generated in the upper 20% of the cortex. This finding is in contrast to some prior laminar recording studies which emphasized deep sources^[@CR26]^. However, those studies used referential recordings in which deep channels were contaminated by volume conduction from more superficial sources^[@CR13],[@CR27]^.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that the slow rhythms measured in a single cortical location with a laminar probe or ECoG contact were coherent throughout superficial layers. This was proven indirectly by measuring the coherence between ECoG recordings and laminar LFPg, then directly by measuring the coherence between two simultaneously recorded laminar probes. In both cases, superficial slow LFPg was significantly coherent throughout the cortex. Thus, the slow waves generated across the cortical surface would be expected to summate in propagating extracranially^[@CR25]^. In summary, laminar and ECoG recordings provide synergistic evidence for high amplitude, coherent delta/theta activity in superficial layers generating much of the spontaneous scalp EEG.

The concentration of delta/theta activity in upper layers was present across all 19 subjects, in parietal, frontal and temporal lobes, in both hemispheres, and generalized across behavioral state and frequencies. While only associative cortex was sampled here, some results in animals suggest that these rhythms extend to primary sensory areas^[@CR13],[@CR20]^. They may also be more prominent in associative cortex due to its relatively slower processing timescale^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ and in higher primates because of their expanded supragranular cortex^[@CR30]^. Although our focus was on delta, and more of our recordings were from sleep than waking when these frequencies have maximum power, we found a similar concentration of power in upper layers during wakefulness. The presence of waking delta is consistent with previous iEEG reports^[@CR31]^.

Although the dominance of superficial activity throughout the cortex may lead one to posit that this is a biophysical effect (and not due to neural activity per se), we can find no plausible biophysical factors which could explain our results. While differences in impedance could cause systematic laminar biophysical differences in the LFPg, impedance spectra are uniform across cortical layers^[@CR32]^. Differences in dendritic diameter could also cause differences in the LFPg between layers, as apical dendritic shafts can act as low-pass filter^[@CR33]^. However, low-pass filtering would only explain differences in high frequency power between layers, and not the concentration of delta/theta in superficial cortex. Furthermore, similar results were found using current-source-density analysis. These considerations suggest that our finding that low frequency LFPg is largest in superficial layers reflects its local generation, rather than biophysical factors.

Our analysis was not confined to sinusoidal oscillations but included all spontaneous activity in the recorded epochs. It may be that specific oscillatory trains which are clearly distinguished from background activity could be concentrated in layers other than superficial, and indeed some sleep recordings displayed what appeared to be spindle activity maximal in middle layers. However, consistent with our findings, previous work has found predominantly superficial CSD activity underlying spontaneous large single^[@CR34]^ or repeated^[@CR2],[@CR22]^ waves in the delta/theta band.

Interestingly, we rarely noticed prominent alpha oscillations in our resting state data. While this appears to be in conflict with the notion that alpha is the brain's dominant resting state rhythm (and thus ubiquitous in the neocortex), these claims are mostly based on scalp EEG recordings susceptible to volume conduction^[@CR12],[@CR35]^. Indeed, spatially focal ECoG recordings find that alpha is largely restricted to parietal and occipital cortices^[@CR36]^. Our sparse coverage of these areas (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), in addition to not performing an eye-closure task, could explain why we infrequently recorded alpha rhythms.

Superficial slow activity was preferentially phase locked to unexpected sounds, consistent with these rhythms consolidating stimuli into a global cognitive context. Importantly, delta power did not increase relative to infrequent stimuli, demonstrating that the evoked response was due to the phase-reset of ongoing delta oscillations rather than a separate potential. The laminar distribution of delta/theta activity during the task was the same as that of spontaneous slow rhythms, as had been noted previously^[@CR22]^. The latency and waveform of the evoked response generated by this delta/theta phase reset suggests that superficial slow rhythms contribute to the P3b, associated with cognitive integration across multiple associative cortical regions^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. These results are consistent with CSD studies which found that later activity influenced by cognitive variables was largely superficial^[@CR39]^, as well as previous recordings of task-related delta activity in iEEG^[@CR40],[@CR41]^.

The transmembrane currents underlying superficial delta/theta LFPg may arise from either voltage-gated or ligand-gated channels^[@CR42]^. One plausible voltage-gated candidate are H currents, which are most known for contributing to spindle activity but can also generate lower frequency oscillations^[@CR43]^. Interestingly, the density of H-currents on the dendrites of layer Vb pyramidal cells has been found to increase dramatically in more superficial layers^[@CR44]^. Alternatively, the slow rhythms we observed may be generated by ligand-gated receptors such as NMDA and GABA-B receptors, which have the long timescales necessary to generate slow activity and are also predominantly in superficial cortical layers^[@CR45]^. On the circuit level, thalamocortical matrix afferents terminate primarily in upper layers and could mediate the transcortical coherence we observed via their diffuse, modulatory projections^[@CR10],[@CR46]^. In addition, cortico-cortical association fibers terminate mainly in upper layers and would also be expected to contribute to coherence between areas^[@CR7]--[@CR9],[@CR47]^.

We also demonstrated that superficial delta/theta LFPg was tightly phase-coupled to high gamma power throughout the cortical depth. Since high gamma reflects unit firing^[@CR48]^, this suggests that the delta/theta LFPg reflects an intracortical circuit engaging cells in all layers, even though the principal generating currents are superficial. These findings extend previous studies which found theta-high gamma coupling in surface ECOG^[@CR49]^ and general embedding of higher frequencies by lower in laminar recordings in monkeys^[@CR20]^. Although no strong return current source was observed in deep layers, it is nonetheless likely that currents in the apical dendrites of deep as well as superficial pyramidal cells contribute to the superficial generating sink. The deep source may be attenuated by spatial dispersion resulting from the involvement of both supragranular and infragranular pyramids in the superficial sink, as well as even more superficial sources^[@CR2]^.

The coherence of the superficial delta/theta across both the depth and extent of the cortex suggests that it plays a central role in the integration of cortical processing. Consistent with this interpretation, the various mechanisms cited above as potential generators of superficial delta/theta such as matrix thalamocortical and top-down cortico-cortical fibers as well as NMDA and GABA-B synapses have been posited to support this integration. Generally, higher associative cortico-cortical feedback processes are thought to have relatively slow timescales^[@CR3]--[@CR6]^, and to be primarily supported by superficial cortex^[@CR7]--[@CR10],[@CR47]^. Our data are consistent with a circuit model of cortical integration in which endogenous feedback inputs onto the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells modulate feedforward activity and neuronal firing in deeper layers^[@CR9],[@CR50]^, as well as a model in which deep fast activity plays a role in regulating superficial slow rhythms^[@CR51]^. In this view, the EEG is mainly generated by superficial slow currents which are the summated signal of widespread cortical associations.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Participants {#Sec9}
------------

Nineteen participants (5 female, ages 12--55) with pharmacologically resistant epilepsy were implanted with intracranial electrodes to localize seizure foci. All 19 subjects had at least one laminar probe. We analyzed an average of 17.2 minutes of clean, spontaneous activity from 16/19 participants and task activity from 3/19. These implantations were performed with fully informed consent as specified by the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by local institutional review boards. These review boards were the Partners Health Care IRB, Committee on Clinical Investigations of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, NYU Medical Center IRB, and the Hungarian Medical Scientific Council. All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines and regulations of these review boards. All decisions concerning macroelectrode placement (both surface and depth (sEEG) electrodes) were made solely on a clinical basis. Patients were fully informed of potential risks and were told that they had no obligation to participate in the study, and that their choice not to participate would not affect their clinical care in any way.

Electrodes {#Sec10}
----------

To sample from each cortical layer simultaneously, each laminar array had 24 contacts with 40 µm diameters and 150 µm center-to-center spacing. Each laminar probe spanned the cortical depth with a length of 3.5 mm and diameter of 0.35 mm (Fig. [1a,b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"})^[@CR11]^. Laminar electrodes were of two kinds. The more common 'surface' laminar arrays (17 of 19 patients) were inserted perpendicular to the cortical surface under visual control. In order to consistently position the surface laminar arrays relative to cortical layers, a silicone sheet was attached perpendicular to the top of the array anchoring it to the cortical surface. Sheet position was maintained by surface tension and the overlying ECoG array and dura. Thus, physical constraints resulted in the first contact being centered \~150 µ below the pial surface, and the 24^th^ contact at \~3600 µ below the pial surface. The correspondence of channels to layers was extrapolated from previous measurements of laminar width in human cortex^[@CR30]^. Channels 1, 4, 9, 14, 16 and 21 were the approximate centers of layers I-VI, respectively.

The other type of laminar electrode, the 'depth' laminar (2 of 19 patients), was inserted through the lumen of the clinical depth electrodes so as to extend past the clinical tip by \~5 mm, and the clinical electrodes were implanted \~5 mm less deep than they would otherwise have been. Thus, their placement with respect to cortical laminae was less certain, based upon co-registered MRI/CT and confirmed with basic physiological measures, notably the presence of high gamma and/or multiunit activity which is confined to gray matter. Physical constraints determined whether the lead approached the cortical ribbon from the white matter or the pia. In 2 patients with surface laminars, it was possible to confirm placement using histology. One such patient (Subject 14) is shown in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In this patient, delta/theta power was concentrated in supragranular cortex, more specifically layers I/II (contacts 1--5), as was seen in all other patients (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Macroelectrodes included electrocorticographic (ECoG) grids (2 mm diameter, 1 cm pitch) and depth electrodes, also known as stereo-EEG (SEEG). The signals were originally recorded with a relatively inactive, clinical reference. This referencing scheme was used for calculating coherence between the laminar array and ECoG contacts. Prior to the computation of coherence between ECoG contacts, a bipolar montage was used wherein each channel was referenced to its right-side neighbor (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}**)**. Structural MRI or CT with the electrodes in place, aligned with preoperative MRI, was used to identify the position of SEEG and ECoG contacts^[@CR52],[@CR53]^. Neighboring pairs of contacts in the hippocampal or cortical gray matter were referenced to each other.

Recordings {#Sec11}
----------

Local field potential recordings from the laminar microelectrode arrays were sampled at 2000 Hz with an online low-pass filter of 500 Hz. Each laminar contact was referenced to its neighbor, yielding the potential gradient. Potential gradient (the first spatial derivative) rather than current-source-density (CSD) (the second spatial derivative) was used for several reasons. Previous studies have shown that using this reference scheme largely eliminates volume conduction and provides a very local measure of cortical activity^[@CR12]^. Due to the high sensitivity of the second spatial derivative to noise, eliminating spurious sources and sinks requires heavily smoothing the signal prior to taking the derivative. This spatial smoothing would attenuate the laminar precision that CSD is intended to reveal. Furthermore, because the second spatial derivative is estimated using a three to five point approximation, a single faulty contact could necessitate the removal of 3 or more signals, a significant amount of the laminar depth. Lastly, modeling and empirical studies have shown that the potential gradient and CSD both yield similar spatial localization^[@CR12],[@CR13]^. To ensure that our findings were independent of analysis technique, we also found the power spectral density at multiple cortical depths using CSD (Fig. [1e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with the five-point approximation^[@CR11]^. This yielded very similar results to the potential gradient.

Epoch selection {#Sec12}
---------------

All data were visually inspected for movement, pulsation and machine artifacts. The data was also screened for epileptic activity such as interictal discharges and pathological delta by a board certified electroencephalographer. Laminar arrays with significant amounts of artifactual or epileptiform activity, and/or insufficient technical quality, were rejected prior to further analysis. All epochs with artefactual or epileptiform activity from accepted arrays were also excluded from analyses. Despite these measures, contamination due to epilepsy was a concern due to placement of the surface arrays in a location that had a high likelihood of being subsequently resected. Because depth laminars were integrated with the clinical probes they could be placed in locations which were suspected of being involved in the seizure but with less certainty than the surface laminars.

Thus, as a further check, we compared the strength of superficial delta/theta oscillations in spontaneous activity recorded from laminar probes whose recordings exhibited interictal spikes (N = 6) versus laminar probes which did not record any interictal spikes in the examined epochs (N = 10). Restricting analysis to the epochs without interictal spikes in all participants, we found no significant difference in normalized delta/theta power (Wilcoxon Rank Sum, p = 0.64); in fact, mean delta/theta power differed between groups by \<1%, being slightly higher in healthier electrodes (interictal: 1.1235 ± 0.3037, non-interictal: 1.1327 ± 0.2270, mean ± standard deviation), suggesting that these oscillations are not pathological in nature.

Another source of concern related to epilepsy is the possible effects of Anti-Epileptic Drugs (AED) on the local field potentials reported here, inasmuch as such effects have been reported in the scalp EEG^[@CR54]^. While some patients in this study may have been taking AEDs, most recordings were performed after the patient's medications had been tapered to encourage spontaneous seizure occurrences during the monitoring period. More importantly, as described, the results were highly consistent across all participants regardless of medication history, etiology, electrode location, or degree of epileptic activity. Expert screening, consistency across participants, and convergent results in healthy animals^[@CR13]^ strongly suggest that our findings are generalizable to the non-epileptic population.

Spectral Analysis {#Sec13}
-----------------

All analysis was performed in MATLAB using custom and FieldTrip functions^[@CR55]^. In each participant, the Fourier Transform was calculated in 10 second epochs on the zero-meaned data after a single Hanning taper was applied. The power spectrum was then Z-normalized across channels/within each frequency band in order to determine the relative power of different oscillations in different layers. The normalized frequency spectra of faulty channels (an average of 3 per probe) were linearly interpolated from the normalized frequency spectra of good channels above and below on the laminar probe. For instance, if channel 2 was defective, its power spectrum would be replaced by the average of channels 1 and 3's power spectra, However, note that subjects 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 and 16 (depicted in Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) had no interpolated channels yet still had delta/theta activity concentrated in superficial cortex. Linear interpolation of bad channels in the time domain prior to the FFT yielded artificially low high frequency power due to phase cancellation.

Coherence {#Sec14}
---------

The coherence between zero-meaned time series x and y was defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Coh(x,\,y)=|\frac{{S}_{xy}}{{S}_{xx}{S}_{yy}}|$$\end{document}$$where *S*~*xy*~ is the cross-spectral density between x and y and *S*~*xx*~ is the autospectral density of x. Because small numbers of epochs can lead to spurious coherence, recorded epochs were subsampled into two second epochs prior to the calculation of auto/cross spectra^[@CR23],[@CR56]^.

To find the statistical significance of coherence values (Figs [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we used a non-parametric trial shuffling procedure^[@CR23]^. Within each subject, we shuffled the temporal order of two second epochs for each channel 100 times and for each shuffle recomputed all coherencies. We used this distribution of coherencies, generated under the null hypothesis of no temporal relationship between channels, to z-score the real coherencies of each channel pair, giving us single subject z-scores for each pair of contacts and frequency. Unless otherwise specified, coherence was deemed significant if its p-value was \< 0.05, Bonferroni Corrected. More specifically, we set the critical value at 0.05/the number of channel by channel combinations within each subject. For instance, if a given subject had 23 functioning laminar contacts, significance would be set at 0.05/((23\*22)/2). This procedure was applied within subjects, and then the consistency of the effect across subjects was plotted as the proportion of subjects which had significant coherence for each channel pair and frequency (Supplementary Figs [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

To determine how coherence varies across the cortical surface or between ECoG contacts, pairs of contacts were sorted by the Euclidean distance between them on the pial surface. Then, the average coherence was found over all pairs of contacts at a given distance. Due to varying intercontact distances present in each subject's electrode configurations, the average coherence vs. distance matrix for each participant (not the raw time-domain data) was linearly interpolated at every 0.2 cm before averaging across participants. To determine how coherence varied perpendicular to the cortical surface, the same procedure was applied to the laminar microelectrode array without interpolation.

To assess the significance of average coherence at various intercontact distances and frequencies (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we iteratively computed the average coherence vs. distance map as described above (within subjects) after shuffling trials, and then used these maps (created under a null hypothesis of no temporal relationship between channels) to z-score the real coherence vs. distance map rather than the coherencies per se (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Simultaneous ECoG and Laminar recordings were available in four participants, two made from awake participants and two from sleeping participants. The coherence was measured between each pair of ECoG and laminar contacts. The average coherence between each laminar contact and the 20 closest grid contacts was used for plotting and statistical testing. All recordings showed high coherence between grid and superficial laminar contacts in the delta/theta band.

In one participant, coherence was calculated between a bipolar referenced SEEG lead within the hippocampal head and a simultaneously recorded laminar array. The coherence between each laminar signal and the bipolar referenced hippocampal lead was compared to the average coherence between the laminar array and an SEEG lead with two contacts in temporal neocortex (Fig. [3c,d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Although cortico-cortical coherence is higher in magnitude, both are significantly coherent within the same bands.

In three participants, two laminar arrays spaced one centimeter apart were recorded from simultaneously. One of these participants was awake during the recording, two were asleep. The coherence between each pair of laminar contacts was calculated, and then averaged within putative cortical layers. All participants displayed significant coherence in superficial contacts and low frequencies.

Phase -- Amplitude -- Coupling {#Sec15}
------------------------------

To determine the effects of superficial slow rhythms on cortical activity, we used Tort's Modulation Index^[@CR19]^ with a non-parametric trial shuffling procedure to assess significance. First, the data was split into two second epochs. Then, each trial was filtered within the frequency bands of interest using a fourth-order IIR Butterworth Filter. The first and last 100 ms of data were removed to eliminate edge artifacts. Then, the analytic signal *z*(*t*) was found by applying the Hilbert Transform to the Local Field Potential gradient (LFPg) of each channel. In each recording, the contact with the highest power in the modulating/lower frequency band was used as the 'phase index' for determining modulation of power in other channels. All such contacts were within the 5 closest to the laminar entry (i.e. superficial channels). Only epochs with high Hilbert amplitude values for the modulating frequency (top 50%) were analyzed further. The phase series *ϕ*(*t*) of the phase index channel was found by taking the angle of the analytic signal, and the amplitude *A*(*t*) of every channel was found by taking the real component of the analytic signal. *ϕ*(*t*) was then reordered from −π to +π, and *A*(*t*) for every other channel and frequency was reordered using the same permutation vector. Amplitude was then averaged within 36 bins of phase (i.e. 10 degrees) and normalized by the sum over bins, yielding *ϕ*. The modulation index (MI) was then calculated as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$MI(\phi )=|\frac{{D}_{kl}(\varphi ,u)}{\mathrm{log}(36)}|$$\end{document}$$for each channel and frequency pair, where *D*~*kl*~ is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, *u* is the uniform distribution (i.e. no relationship between amplitude and phase) and log(36) is the natural logarithm of the number of phase bins^[@CR19]^. *D*~*kl*~ was computed as log(36) -- H(P), where H(P) was the distribution's Shannon's Entropy.

To determine the statistical significance of these MI values, we generated a reference distribution under the null hypothesis of a random relationship between amplitude and phase by iteratively shuffling the phase series (by splitting the phase series into two epochs and swapping their order) and recalculating the MI for each shuffled dataset. The mean and variance of these null hypothesis derived MIs at each channel and frequency were used to determine the z-score of the actual MIs at each channel and modulating/modulated frequency pair, with significance set at p \< 0.05, Bonferroni Corrected (the critical value was set at 0.05/14, 14 being number of modulating/modulated frequency pairs, within each subject). The percentage of subjects with a significant MI between each pair of channels and modulating/modulated frequencies was then plotted within states (Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This analysis indicated a significant modulation of high frequency amplitude by delta and theta -phase throughout the cortical depth within subjects as well as states (p \< 0.05, Bonferroni Corrected).

Auditory Oddball Task {#Sec16}
---------------------

A standard auditory oddball paradigm allowed us to assess the cognitive correlates of superficial slow activity. Stimuli consisted of frequent (80%) tones, infrequent target (10%) tones and infrequent novel (10%) sounds with a stimulus onset asynchrony of 1600 ms. High (600 Hz) or low (140 Hz) tones as targets were counterbalanced across blocks. The participant was asked to silently count and report the number of target tones in each block. To determine significance, a nonparametric permutation cluster test was applied to the differences in the time-domain, delta/theta analytic amplitude and inter-trial phase clustering (ITPC) between frequent tones and novel sounds, as well as between frequent tones and infrequent tones^[@CR23]^. The same procedure was applied to find significant differences in ITPC, delta amplitude and the LFPg. First, a reference distribution for each channel and time point under the null hypothesis was estimated by shuffling the trial labels between each condition 500 times, and then calculating the average difference between (shuffled) target and filler trials at each channel x time point. This yielded the mean and standard deviation of inter-condition differences under the null hypothesis of no difference between conditions. The actual difference between conditions was z-scored using this non-parametric reference distribution. To correct for multiple comparisons, we z-scored each matrix of differences between shuffled conditions and recorded the size of each contiguous cluster of channel x time points which had p \< 0.05. This yields a distribution of cluster sizes of significantly different points under the null hypothesis, and the 99^th^ percentile of this set of cluster sizes was used as a threshold for cluster significance. Finally, this cluster size threshold was then applied to the original, real Z-scored difference matrix of channel x time points between conditions to determine significance corrected for multiple comparisons^[@CR23]^.

For ITPC, the entire dataset was filtered from 1--3 Hz, as the time-domain response had a period of \~500 ms. To calculate the inter-trial phase clustering value (ITPC) and determine if the P3 stemmed from a phase reset, we then applied the Hilbert Transform to our dataset and took its angle to find the instantaneous delta phase at each point in time. The phase at each channel and time point was then represented as a complex vector in the unit circle using Euler's Identity formula *e*^*iθ*^ where *θ* is delta phase. The ITPC was then calculated as the length of the average phase vector across trials, yielding an ITPC value bound by 0 (no consistency) and 1 (perfect consistency)^[@CR23]^. To determine whether or not there was a difference in delta amplitude between conditions, we found the Hilbert amplitude of the filtered data. Significant differences in ITPC (as assessed with the above nonparametric statistics) were found between frequent tones and novel sounds in one subject, and between frequent and infrequent tones in two others^[@CR23]^.

For visualization of the single-trial data (Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) a 10-trial Gaussian smoothing window was applied. A 40-ms wide Gaussian (σ = 4 ms) smoothing of the overlaid time-domain response was also plotted.

Data availability {#Sec17}
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